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사용하셨나요?

Instructions
Keep the instruction near the product after reading. 

Please retain the instruction since it is included with the guarantee

Portable hydrogen 
water generator

• Chosen as a product recommended 
   by the Corporation Aggregate Korea Atopy Association
• Certified company with the relief mark 
   by the Corporation Aggregate Korea Atopy Association
• Certified company with ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 
• Patent registration for the invention venture company certification

1. Company name : Handong Hydro Co.,Ltd.
2. Model : Hydrogen water maker(H2-mini)
3. Manufacturer : Handong Hydro Co.,Ltd. 
 / Made in Korea 



2 H2-mini  Instructions

	■Product name   Portable hydrogen water generator   	
	■Model name   H2-mini 	 ■Size			70 x 88 x 270mm 
	■Weight			425g  ■Capacity			500ml 
	■Rated voltage 	power consumption   DC 15V 1.0A / 2.5W
		■Certification No.   HU10553-11006	 	 	

	■Power supply for an adapter			AC 100~220V 50/60Hz 1.5A
	■Material			Tritan, ABS	 ■Electrode    Titanium+ white gold plating
 ■Components			Body, Charger  
	■Lifespan of  electrode			Semi-permanent (Battery and electrode should be replaced in five years)  
 ■Number of use per a charge    60 to 90 times     
	✽Separately  purchased   Chlorine remover, charger for cars

Body

Chlorine Remover

Switch

Cap

DC Jack

Optional

The name of each part

Product specification
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Receive H2-mini box. Take out and 
check all the components in the box 
(body, charger, product and manual). 

●		Use designated charger to charge at least more than two hours.

● If you use the product for the first time, fill 60 to 80 degree of water and press 
the operation button without closing the lid to produce hydrogen and through 
water out for cleansing.

●		Put drinking water (bottled water, purified water or groundwater) in H2-mini. 
			* While tap water is not harmful to human body, it can have the smell of   
     disinfectant. You can use a chlorine remover (sold separately) to avoid that.

●Please fill at least half or more of water when using the product.

●	Recommended water temperature is 10~40 ℃. In general, the lower the 
temperature of water, the higher the amount of dissolved hydrogen.

●		Close the lid until you hear the 'click' sound. 

Use the product after washing inside of 
the body with water. Do not use 

detergent or organic solvent. 2

Fill at least half or two-third of water. (If 
you use the product for the first time, fill 
60 to 80 degree of water and press the 
operation button without closing the lid 
to produce hydrogen and through water 
out for cleansing.)

3

Press the operation button once to operate the 
product. LED light will be turned off automatically 

after three to six minutes, indicating the 
completion of producing hydrogen. You can 

have dissolved hydrogen until at least two hours 
after it has been produced). 

4

1

How to use product

Please read it before using it for the first time.
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▶ Water types
Water types that can be used in the product : 
Please use drinking water (bottled water, purified water and groundwater). 
* Please use a chlorine remover (sold separately) when using tap water.
Unavailable water : Reverse osmosis water, distilled water and water with a lot of heavy metal. 

▶ Movements regarding use
After filling water into the pot, if you push the button, it will work for 3~7min with flickering LED 
light and stop automatically.

▶ Intake time
You can have water abundant in hydrogen until at least two hours after the creation. 
It is recommended that you press operation button again afterward. 

▶ About charging
In case of connecting charger : 
 If you connect charger, red LED will appear on the operation button (H) and start charging. 
Green LED will be turned on after completing charging. 
* Be sure to start a car before using car charger (sold separately)

▶If you do not use the product for a long time
● If you do not use the product for a long time (more than one week), keep the inside dry after 

washing. Take disincentive action before re-using the product.

▶ How to disinfect the inside 
●�Fill hot water (60 ℃~90 ℃) and press the button to create hydrogen with the open lid. If you 

close the lid, you can get burned due to heat. 
●Once the hydrogen is generated, discard the water before use.

▶ How to clean the outer body 
●Soak a soft cloth in lukewarm water and wipe the product out.
● Do not use sulfate, hydrochloric acid or organic solvents (thinner, acetone, etc.) to wipe out the 

surface of the product or attack stickers. It may damage the surface.

Checklists when using the product
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This information is to protect the safety of users and prevent property damages. 
Be sure to read the instructions carefully and use the product correctly.

● White form that is produced during the generation of hydrogen water is a process of 
generating hydrogen and is not harmful to human body.

●In case that there is a strange noise, smell or smoke from the product, please contact  
    to customer service immediately.

�●�Do not arbitrarily disassemble, repair or modify the product.

●The material that has been used in the product is called tritan, material used in baby  
 bottle or used by Lock & Lock, and you would not need to worry about endocrine   
 disruptor.

●You can keep the product clean and sanitary if you clean the inside with hot water 
 (60℃ ~ 90℃) once a week (Do not use cleaners or scrubbers).

●�Be sure to open the lid when using hot water or you can get burn 
    due to internal pressure or hot steam.

●�Do not put the bucket in a washing machine. This may cause 
    a malfunction of the internal parts.

●When you combine the cap and its body after separation of the cap from its body,   
 Please pay special attention lest the rubber ring rolled up 
 (Because it caused the water leak. Don’t separate them as far as possible)

●This product was done the waterproofing. But, because of electronic goods, please  
 pay attention lest water enter to the switch and recharging socket.

●�Chlorine remover (Instructions and replacement cycle are specified separately) 
●Car charger (Be sure to use the product while starting the engine)

www.handonghydro.com  
All the information on hydrogen (H2) can be found in the website!

Precautions

Separately sold products
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Check

Check

Check

Is the battery charged? 

Did you clean the inside of the product?

Check The battery might be low. 

Check Did you use different kinds of drinking water or the temperature?

Check Did you use water that does not contain minerals (reverse osmotic pressured 
water)?

Did you use tap water?

Measure

Measure

Measure

Connect the power to charge the product for more than two hours and then press 
the operating button.

We recommend you clean the inside once a week.

Measure Use the charger to charge the product for more than two hours.

Measure The amount of hydrogen can vary depending on water quality or temperature.

Measure Use recommended water such as drinking water and then press the operation 
button.

It might smell disinfectant if you use tap water while cleaning the product. While it 
is not harmful to human body, it is better to use chlorine remover (optional).

▶ The product does not operate 

▶ Water tastes weird. 

▶ The product stops suddenly during operation. 

▶ The amount of hydrogen (bubbles) is different. 

▶ Hydrogen (bubbles) is not generated. 

Be sure to check the following before you ask repair.

Checklists before reporting a failure of the product



 

W A R R A N T E E
For the service  
In accordance with the consumers dispute settlement regulations (notification of the Fair Trade 
Commission), Handong Hydro carries out a warranty for the product as follows. In case that you 
request service, Handong Hydro will provide service to your request. We will give a response 
regarding the warranty and details within 14 days from the request.

Date of purchase
Sales price

Warrantee period Model Name One year H2-mini

Address

Address

Customer Name Telephone

Salesperson Name Telephone

Free service
Warranty period will be reduced in half if you use the product for a business purpose.

Types of customer damage Within warranty period After warranty period
In case that an exchange is not possible Refund N/A
In case that the same failure occurs less than 
two times within warranty period Free repair Paid repair

In case that the same failure occurs three times 
within warranty period Exchange or refund Paid repair

In case that failure occurs five times for different 
reasons within warranty period. Exchange or refund Paid repair

If a business loose the product that a customer 
demands to repair. Exchange Exchange

Damages incur during the transportation. Exchange N/A

Paid service
Category Details

If it not a product 
failure

Other cases

If a failure occurs 
due to the 
negligence of a 
customer

■�Loss of product due to the movement of product or moving of a house
■�Inexperienced use of product by a customer
■�Internal cleansing service request

■��Product failure due to natural disasters (lightning, fire, damage from sea wind, flood  
    damage, etc.)
■�In case that the lifetime of consumable parts are expired (chlorine remover, etc.)
■�In case that a customer lost consumables by mistake

■�In case of product failure due to the negligence of a customer or modification
■�In case that a product failure occurs due to the wrong electricity capacity
■�In case that a product failure occurs due to an external shock or falling of the product
■� In case that a product failure occurs due to A/S by staffs not affiliated with Handong Hydro
■��In case that a product failure occurs due to the use of components or options not   
     specified by Handong Hydro
■�Product failure due to a non-adherence of precautions in the manual
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사용하셨나요?Have you used 
H2-mini?

Every day-
drinking water!

82-2-1644-4788 www.handonghydro.com  

Call

612-1, Complex C of Woolim Lions Valley, 1, Gasan digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea
Refer to website for the information of hydrogen(H2) benefits


